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Another blah growth quarter, another miss. And the monthly internals look even worse.  

This morning's advance estimate of Q1-13 gross domestic product at 2.5% 
was a miss versus expectations for 3.0%, though a big improvement from 
the prior quarter's 0.4%. A seeming silver lining is that, once again, 
government spending was a large negative contributor (see "Data Insights: 
GDP" April 26, 2013). The critical consumption component at 3.2% beat 
expectations for 2.8%, and improved on the prior quarter's anemic 1.8%.  
But this good performance by a sector responsible for about 71% of overall 
output should not be mistaken for evidence that the economy has returned 
to full health. The quarter, taken as an aggregate, misses that consumption 
was strong in January and February, but was very weak in March. Even if 
the aggregate 2.5% were a true portrait of the quarter, that growth rate isn't 
even a down-payment on true recovery from the Great Recession. 

 2.5% is below the 2.9% average real output growth rate during the 
pre-Great Recession era.  

 Because the Great Recession was so great -- that is, so deep and 
so long-lived -- the expansion in its aftermath had to be extra-
strong to lift output back to its long-term trend level. Instead, this 
has been a Not So Great Expansion, and we remain far below the 
trend level of output (please see the chart below). 
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— Real GDP ··· Pre-Great Recession trend  --- Assuming 2.5% growth 
 Recessions                                                                             USD billions 

 

Source: TrendMacro calculations 
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 If we imagine that real output will continue to grow at Q1's 2.5% 
rate forever -- with no recessions at all! -- we'll just fall further and 
further behind the long-term trend level of output, and never 
achieve full employment (again, please see the chart on the 
previous page). 

 As disappointing as this is, what seeming improvement we saw in 
Q1 was, we think, to a large extent an artifact of the "stimulus" 
provided by accelerated dividend and compensation payouts in 
November and December, designed to recognize taxable income 
ahead of the tax hikes put in place in January (see, first, "On Q4 
GDP" January 30, 2013; and then for more details, "New Highs, 
Same Old Cloudy Skies" April 1). 

 In January and February, consumption -- which explains the vast 
majority of US GDP -- grew faster than the 2012 trend, despite the 
imposition of tax hikes on all workers' wages thanks to the end of 
the payroll tax "holiday."  

 Specifically, in January consumption rose at a strong 4.5% annual 
rate, and in February at a blistering 8.5%. 

 But that was the effect of the accelerated income payouts in late 
2012. 

 In March, we can infer reliably from this morning's quarterly data 
that consumption contracted -- a drop of 0.9% at an annual rate 
(please see the chart below).  

 That's the wearing off of the effect of last year's accelerated income 
payments.  

 We expect consumption to be weaker than 2012 throughout the 
rest of the year, as the end of the payroll tax "holiday" continues to 
take its toll, no longer offset by accelerated income payments. 

 Nominal personal consumption growth          Sequential monthly SAAR 

 

Source: BEA, TrendMacro calculations 
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 With consumption making up about 71% of GDP, this is a critical 
reality-test. The fall-off in March will likely set the tone for Q2 and 
the rest of the year. 

 By that we do not mean we forecast a recession. We mean that 
growth will continue to be on-again and off-again, two steps forward 
one step back. This is the world's greatest Not So Great Expansion. 

Bottom line 

2.5% real GDP growth sounds better than it really is. Even if it continued 
forever, it's not enough to ever catch us up to the trend level of output or 
return the economy to full employment. And this quarterly data conceals 
weak internals. All the strength was in January and February, thanks to the 
"stimulus" from accelerated dividend and compensation payouts in 
November and December. That's washed through now, and we can 
reliably infer from the quarterly data that March was quite weak, with 
consumption -- making up about 71% of GDP -- contracting at an 0.9% 
annual rate. We think this March weakness sets the tone for Q2 and the 
rest of the year -- more of the Not So Great Expansion.  

 

  


